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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR

F

tercentenary of Lancelot Brown’s birth. Judith Christie and
irstly, let us all wish the new merged organisation, The
the research group have been active looking into Brown’s
Gardens Trust, success and stability as it establishes its
associations with Cambridgeshire. Charles Malyon, who has
new identity. Although we, the Cambridgeshire
given so much of his time and knowledge to the Trust, is
Gardens Trust, voted against the merger of the Garden
retiring from the Council in October and I would like to take
History Society and the Association of Gardens Trusts, this
this opportunity to
vote was based on
thank him on
doubts regarding
behalf of us all for
the financial basis
all his contribuof the new Trust
tions over the years.
and the mechanics
I know that he will
of how two such
continue to write
disparate groups
interesting articles
could be combined.
and record visits for
We hope to have
the Newsletter but
our doubts allayed
his knowledge of
and, as the motto of
the history of the
Writtle
College
Trust will be missed
says, ‘Time tries the
by the Council
truth in everymembers. Thank
thing,’ so we shall
you, Charles.
wait and see. The
Meanwhile,
I
new national body
have been busy
will continue the
Lee Priory – this painting is in the Yale Centre of British Art as ‘Unknown Artist ca1800’ but
writing a new book
good work of both
with the note that it bears the inscription in ochre paint, ‘Dixon Pinx. 1785’. ‘Pinx.’ is the abbreits parent Trusts viated form of ‘pinxit’, Latin: ‘painted’. A little further detective work finds that John Dixon on Brown within
and it is our sincere (c.1740–1811) was a well-known engraver who originally trained as a painter at the Dublin his contemporary
hope that it will Society, moving to London around 1765. He was a director of the Society of Artists and made a context, including
continue to serve living by engraving works by well-known artists. He married very well indeed in 1775 and other improvers,
retired. It seems that his newly found leisure allowed him to return to painting.
with
Tom
the needs of both
[http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/person/mp06366/john-dixon]
Williamson at UEA its membership catwhich I am delighted to report is now with the publisher.
egories.
There are several questions which always need to be
Ann Colbert, Julia Weaver and Pippa Temple have been
addressed. To what extent can an individual create events
busy with arrangements for the TGT Conference that we are
and to what extent do circumstances drive them? Was
hosting at Robinson College, Cambridge, next year and
Brown the sole originator of a new style or was he the leadwhich will form part of the CB300 celebrations to mark the
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ing exponent of a style that was evolving in response to
wider changes in society? What were his predecessors, his
contemporary competitors, and his very able first cohort of
assistants doing before and after Brown? And, above all, how
did Brown’s style change over his career and why did it do
so? Hopefully, the book will stimulate discussion of these
matters and others.

ing by this contemporary painting.
We had a good CGT visit to Audley End in April and I was
struck by the ‘Gothick’ chapel which is very Strawberry Hill
in character. Described by Harry Mount in The Telegraph as
a ‘confectionary’, the plasterwork certainly does look piped
on. The Chapel was apparently designed and constructed by
John Hobcraft and his team of carpenters for Sir John Griffin
in 1768. Hobcraft worked with Brown at
Stowe and then as a regular associate of
Brown on a number of sites including
Redgrave and Castle Ashby. He was also
clearly designing structures in his own
right too as the Chapel and the Vinery at
Audley End show.
We all admired the Robert Adam ‘Tea
House Bridge’, which he designed in 1783,
but were sad to see that Richard Woods’
planting for the Elysian Garden was no
longer there. The painting of the Tea
House Bridge, dated 1788, by William
Tomkins gives an impression of what this
must have looked like (Fig. left & photo
below).
In preparation for the CB300 year next
year, the Royal Bank of Scotland Archives
have now photographed the Lancelot Brown account folios
in their ledgers for Drummond’s Bank, where Brown held
an account from 1753 until his death in 1783. I have spent
many hours poring over the ledgers at the old Drummond’s

I am also looking forward to reading Steffie Shields’ new
book on Brown, also to be published next year. I know Steffie
has been busy researching, writing and collecting illustrations for this study alongside her sterling work as Chair of
the Association of Gardens Trusts. One has to
admire the energy and commitment she has
given to advancing our interest in gardens and
garden history.
The way in which online information and
images have changed and enhanced research over
the last twenty years is quite remarkable – it has
certainly been a boon for chasing down elusive
references! One resource that I have been finding
remarkably useful is the online collection at the
Yale Centre of British Art. John Harris produced
his excellent book, The Artist and the Country House,
from the Fifteenth Century to the Present Day: Exhibition
to Benefit the Prince of Wales’s Institute of Architecture
in 1996 and this has been an invaluable resource.
The Yale website has high resolution images and
can host a wider range of paintings, sketches and
lithographs – such is the march of progress. I commend the
site to all with an interest in art history and garden history.
On the Yale site I found this painting of Lee Priory in
Kent by John Dixon (Fig. p.1) who is primarily known for his
earlier work as an engraver. Lee Priory was, ‘a child of
Strawberry prettier than the parent,’ as Horace Walpole wrote to
Mary Berry on 27th September 1794. Wyatt’s ‘Strawberry
Room’ can be seen at the V&A, where it was moved when the
priory was demolished. On an earlier visit to Lee he observed
that, ‘The present Mr. Barrett has much improved the place under
the direction of Richmond, Scholar of Browne, & has widened a little
stream into a pretty River.’ (Walpole to Mason, 31 Aug 1780).
The fact that a close friend of Walpole should be using
Richmond rather than Brown in the 1770s certainly drew
my attention. The results were not too shabby either, judg-

Bank next to Admiralty Arch but you can now see good quality PDFs of the ledgers by using the following link:
http://heritagearchives.rbs.com/subjects/list/lancelot-capability-brown-tercentenary.html
The account records the payments made by Brown to the
people who worked with him and some of the payments
made to him by his clients. It certainly gives a good idea of
the rapid expansion of his turnover through the economic
boom decade following the Annus mirabilis of 1759. Let us
hope that 2016 will be a similarly fortunate year for
Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust and CB300!

David Brown
CGT Chair
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‘THE CHRISTIAN HUSBAND, FATHER, FRIEND’
This is the finale to Jane Brown’s six-part summary of Lancelot Brown’s connections with Cambridgeshire and
Huntingdonshire. On the face of it this is a slim portfolio of landscapes – Madingley Hall, St. John’s College wilderness, schemes for Wimpole and Burghley (in part Lincolnshire) – with unproven works including Kimbolton, an estate
‘near Stilton’ and Hinchingbrooke. In forty years of practice and more than two hundred commissions, he worked in
every English county with the exception of Cornwall. In his late works at Wynnstay and Dinefwr he ‘discovered’ the
charms of Wales1. He was certainly more of a connoisseur of the variety of landscapes than any of his critics – what,
therefore, can we make of his choice of a corner of Huntingdonshire for a home of his own?

B

rown was sixty in the summer of 1776, travelling
He was often travelling northwards through
incessantly with no prospect of retirement. He
Huntingdonshire and though he does not appear to have
famously declined to visit Ireland as he had ‘not yet
maintained a house at Fenstanton, for his brief visits he
finished England’, and the wit Owen Cambridge apparently
could easily have lodged at one of his larger farmhouses5.
expressed his wish to die first, so that he could see Heaven
His eldest son Lance, now thirty and a protégé of Lord
before Lancelot improved it2. This was typical of the gentle
Sandwich, lived at Elsworth and his younger daughter
Peggy, just twenty, spent much of her time there, perhaps
teasing from his friends in David Garrick’s circle at
keeping house for the bachelor Lance. It was to Peggy – his
Hampton, where he spent rare moments of leisure.
only child to show an interest in his work – that Lancelot
Otherwise his work was his life, and in all seasons he was on
wrote, revealing himself as an affectionate family man. In
the road in his coach, using his clients’ hospitable houses as
April of 1778 on his way home from Yorkshire he had dutistaging posts.
fully called on his wife’s family at Boston finding ‘all well’,
At home at Wilderness House his wife Biddy now insisted
and on his stop at Brocklesby where Sophia Pelham was, like
on knowing where he was and these letters allow us to folPeggy, a keen breeder of chickens, he collected eggs for
low him; he confessed to drinking too much sweet
Peggy and ‘boyled’ plovers eggs for his elder daughter
Hungarian Tokay with Lord Bute at Luton Hoo (she duly
Bridget Holland – for ‘she likes them, you know ones chilscolded him) before going on to a convivial house party with
dren always like what their Father likes’6. Later that year, his
the Knightleys at Fawsley, and eventually into
Staffordshire3. In the
pleasure at working at
Grimsthorpe Castle was
winter of 1776 his coach
marred by the death of
was trapped by snow in
‘England’s
Mozart’
Dorset, at Milton Abbas,
Thomas Linley, who
and so he escaped on
drowned in the lake; it
horseback to the Digbys
was not Lancelot’s lake
at Sherborne Castle
[but John Grundy’s],
where he was sure of a
nor his fault, but he
warm
welcome;
was distressed as he was
Sherborne remains a
always so aware of the
delectable Brown landdangers of deep water
scape. He was frequentand accumulated silt.
ly a guest of the widThe Duke of Ancaster’s
owed
bluestocking
death was hastened by
Elizabeth Montagu at
Sandleford
near
the tragedy, and so it
Newbury, where she
was with double condodeclared herself a paslences that Lancelot
sionate
‘farmeress’;
called at Grimsthorpe.
they had known each
He was also discreetother for twenty-five
ly present at the
years and had much to
Westminster
Abbey
Enduring fame: reproduced from a tribute by Arnold Wiles, first published in ‘The
talk about. She found Countryman’, Summer 1987.
funerals
of
Lord
him ‘an agreeable,
Chatham in June of
pleasant companion, as
1778, and of David
well as a great genius in his profession,’ but she had a horror
Garrick on the following 1st February, losses which especialof incurring debts, and so ‘his improvements must not go
ly saddened him. Lord Chatham had never failed Lancelot
beyond what my cash will immediately answer.’ Lancelot
and left him a fine and fair testament in a letter to Lady
was ‘all compliance’, careful of ‘Sandleford’s capabilities’,
Stanhope at Chevening:
and in tune with her benevolent employment of out-of-work
‘please to consider, he shares the private hours of the
Newbury weavers and destitute soldiers who were ‘very glad
King [and] sits down at the tables of all the house of Lords,
to get their daily subsistence’4.
etc. To be serious Madam he is deserving of the regard
–3–

Lausanne but she died after only four years. Lance died in
1802, when he was living at Stirtloe House at Buckden.
Peggy at Elsworth met and married James Rust of Brampton,
a businessman and banker in Huntingdon, where she lived
for the rest of her life. Captain Jack Brown married Mary
Linton from Freiston near Boston, which re-united him with
his mother’s family the Wayets in Boston; his naval career
was successful and he died as an Admiral of the Blue in
1808. Thomas Brown, the youngest, had come down from
Oxford in the summer after Lancelot’s death, and settled in
Fenstanton. He married the daughter of the rector of
Hemingford Abbots and, with Lance’s influence, he was
appointed to the living of Conington, between Fenstanton
and Elsworth, where he served for forty years. There is a
small memorial in Conington church.
Fate deprived Lancelot of his quiet retirement but in his
stead his family were his legacy to our landscape; the family’s ownership ended with Thomas’s grandchildren. After
Lancelot’s burial at Fenstanton it was Lance Brown and Lord
Coventry who arranged for the poet, the Reverend William
Mason, to write the epitaph placed in the church, which is
among the most-quoted in all England, and ends,

shown to him; for I know him, upon very long acquaintance,
to be an honest man, of sentiments much above his birth.’7
He still had good prospects for work at mysterious
Woodchester in Gloucestershire, at Belvoir Castle and at
Ickworth and Heveningham in Suffolk. Lord Coventry had
new ideas for Croome, Lancelot’s first triumph of the 1750s,
and it was to discuss these that he went to dine at Coventry
House in Piccadilly on a cold evening in early February of
1783. On the short walk home to his daughter Bridget’s
house in Hertford Street he collapsed, and though he was
sensible the following day, his wife Biddy was fetched from
Hampton Court, his family gathered round and he died that
night, 6th February. He had asked to be buried decently in
the Earth that had sustained him and Lance Brown and
Henry Holland accompanied his coffin to Fenstanton and
saw this done8.

But know that more than Genius slumbers here,
Virtues were his which Arts best powers transcend.
Come, ye Superior train who these revere
And weep the Christian Husband, Father, Friend.

Jane Brown
Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown The Omnipotent Magician, 1716–83
2011; published in paperback by Pimlico, 2012
NOTES:
1. Roger Turner, Capability Brown and the Eighteenth-Century
English Landscape, 1999, has an excellent gazetteer compiled with the help of John Phibbs, but Phibbs’s Debois
Landscape Survey is promising a definitive list for 2016,
Lancelot’s 300th anniversary.
2. Dorothy Stroud, Capability Brown, 1984 edn, p. 202 for ‘not
yet finished England’ despite an offer of £1,000 from the
Duke of Leinster; also the confirmation that he did provide plans for Slane Castle for Lord Conygham.
3. Lancelot to Biddy Brown, 11th December 1775, BL Add.
Mss. 69795, f. 91.
4. Elizabeth Montagu’s letters have been published in several versions, including editions by E. J. Climenson,
1906, and R. Blunt 1923; these references are given in
full in my The Omnipotent Magician, 2011, pp 295–298.
5. Judith Christie, ‘Lancelot in Fenstanton: Does X mark
the spot?, Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust Newsletter No.
38, May 2015, pp. 10–11, relates the evidence from the
survey maps etc., Huntingdon Record Office.
6. Lancelot to Peggy Brown, BL Add. Mss. 69795, f. 103.
7. Lord Chatham to Lady Stanhope, Stroud 1984, p. 186;
also Chatham Correspondence, Taylor and Pringle eds.,
1838–1840, vol. 4, p. 130.
8. The burial was entered in the Fenstanton register by the
curate Thomas Johnson on 16th February (a Sunday)
1783.

The plaque to Brown, beside a memorial tree planted to the right of
the turf maze in Hilton. The inscription reads, ‘Planted 6 February
1983 in memory of Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown 1716-1783 Lord of
this manor who planted a million others’

Lancelot’s celebrity died with him. His belongings were
cleared from Wilderness House, he left his plans and papers
‘with my Sincere Blessing’ to Henry Holland who, with the
help of Samuel Lapidge and William Ireland, saw that his
contracts and accounts were completed. Biddy Brown was
comfortably settled in her own house in Kensington, where
she died in August 1786; she was buried with Lancelot at
Fenstanton. The Hollands, Bridget, Henry and their children, were now living on the Hans Town estate in Chelsea,
which Henry was developing, and their busy lives parted
them from Bridget’s siblings, who all preferred
Huntingdonshire. Lance Brown, sometime MP for
Huntingdon and Lord Sandwich’s executor, became a figure
in the county; he married Frances Fuller whom he met in
–4–

A RIVERSIDE SUMMERHOUSE OR GAZEBO AT BARNES HOUSE,
ST IVES, CAMBRIDGESHIRE: COMPARISON WITH SIMILAR
BUILDINGS IN THE EAST OF ENGLAND, AND DISCUSSION ABOUT
THEIR ORIGINS.

T

Parish Church can be seen – but these pinnacles, along with
much of the spire, were destroyed in the great tornado that
struck Huntingdonshire on 8 September 1741, and were rebuilt some years later in a new style.
In order to unravel the origins of the Gazebo, we look
first at its architectural details. The building is 12’ 6” square
and constructed of pale ‘gault’ bricks; it is two storeys high
with a door on the east elevation to the ground floor room,
and an outside staircase leading to a door on the north elevation to the first floor room. There is a tiled, pyramidal
roof with a decorated lead ridge, brick corbelling at the
eaves and a central chimney. On the first floor, on the east,
south and west elevations, there are segmental arched sash
windows with architraves, exposed boxing and original glazing bars. Inside, on the first floor, there is a corner cupboard
with 3 double doors, a fireplace (without its ‘Dutch’ tiles,
last recorded in 1920), and a wooden window seat. The building now looks to be in a sorry state with its windows boarded up, and since 2000 it has been on the Huntingdonshire
District Council’s ‘Buildings at Risk Register’, being
described as vacant and vulnerable (Figs 2 & 3).

he popular riverside walk between St Ives and
Houghton begins just to the west of St Ives Parish
Church. Here the path is known as ‘Barnes Walk’ and
it is bordered by the brick wall that was formerly the southern boundary of the garden of Barnes House. Along this garden wall is a small building, generally referred to as ‘The
Barnes House Gazebo’. This building is locally well-known,
but its history has hitherto been rather vague, with various
assumptions and misconceptions added for good measure.
However recent research reveals it to be a significant part of
St Ives’ 18C mercantile river heritage.
The building only acquired the title of ‘gazebo’ in the
last 50 or so years. In the 19C and early 20C it was continuously referred to as a ‘summerhouse’ in deeds, diaries, insurance and sales particulars relating to Barnes House. But
when the Historic England Listing (Grade II) described it as a
gazebo, this would appear to have conferred authority on
the title. The Oxford English Dictionary finds the earliest
usage of the word ‘gazebo’ to be 1752, and suggests that it
was probably designed as a pun, by joining the Latin second
conjugation verb ending – ebo (I shall) to the English gaze.
However the Barnes House Gazebo certainly predates 1752,
as evidenced by images of the building shown in two riverside views looking west from St Ives Bridge (Fig. 1). In both
drawings the original pinnacles around the tower of the

Figure 2. Painting by William Watt Milne of Barnes Walk, St Ives,
undated but probably c1920. The Gazebo can be seen on the left,
and looks in better shape than it does today. Image by kind permission of Cheffins Fine Art Auctioneers, Cambridge.
The Gazebo no longer belongs to Barnes House since a
large part of the original garden was developed for three
detached houses in 1995. But it is to Barnes House that we

Figure 1. Two westward views from St Ives bridge, showing Barnes
House gazebo prior to the tornado of 1741.
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St Ives, probably not as commercial adventurers, but rather
by invitation to help a growing religious faction - the
Presbyterians or Non-conformists, as they were later called.
The 1689 Act of Toleration had allowed Non-conformists
their own places of worship and teachers; in April 1690
Ephraim bought The Bull in Bridge Street for £300 and then
gave the land and buildings behind the inn to become the
first St Ives Meeting House. Ephraim and Samuel were two of
the first five trustees of this church.
In c1701 Samuel White married a widow, Anne
Williamson, who had inherited land, property and a brewery in Kings Lynn from her father John Blyth. By 1710
Samuel White’s name carried the suffix ‘Gent’, an abbreviation for Gentleman, and this would imply that his status
and fortunes had risen. In 1716 he bought, what would later
be called, Barnes House - an early 17C or, very probably,
older building - and undertook modernising work, adapting
it for his family. The property was ideally situated with river
frontage for his new business venture to supply malt to his
brewery in Kings Lynn; barges from Kings Lynn could bring
coal (transported by coastal shipping from Tyneside) upstream and then return with malt. The brewery was leased
to John Bagge – a member of one of Kings Lynn’s most
prominent merchant and brewing families. Behind the
house Samuel White built a yard with a large maltings, kiln,
granary, wine store and stables, and enclosed it with a wall
from the footpath.
As a final flourish to his new house and business,
Samuel White built, what is now called, the Gazebo along
the wall of the maltings yard. From here he could keep an
eye on the arrival and dispatch of his goods as well as on all
the other comings and goings along the river. But the
Gazebo was as much a leisure building as a functional, business one. This was a room for entertaining – friends, family
and business colleagues – a comfortable place with a fire,
window seats and the cupboard for china and glassware etc.
Today any views from the windows of the Gazebo are very
restricted; the building is shrouded by the lime trees of
Barnes Walk and by the willows of Holt Island. But when the
Gazebo was built in c1725 there were clear views over the
backwater, the main channel of the river and the
Hemingford Meadow beyond – as shown in the two pre-1741
engravings (Fig. 1). The limes of Barnes Walk would not be
planted until 1775-80, and the osier beds of Holt Island, first
planted in 1723, were cropped annually for the withies to
make baskets and hurdles.
There is a group of similar gazebos in Ware,
Hertfordshire, with another one nearby in Stanstead
Abbotts. The Ware gazebos are along the River Lea on a short
stretch of river between the Priory and Ware Bridges. Today
there are six gazebos here, but at the end of the 19C there
were 25. Historically they are associated with the properties
of the wealthy 18C and 19C maltsters of the town. Most of
the buildings are early to mid 18C, some with later adaptations. There is a brick in the adjoining wall of the gazebo in
the garden of 65 High Street with the inscription ‘MD
1697’ – said to refer to Mary Docwra, wife of the maltster
John Docwra. In 1750 Dr Richard Pococke, a visiting Irish
Bishop, noted in his diary, gardens and summerhouses on the
river from the houses. Most of the gazebos are timber built, and
are small square structures with pyramidal roofs. Today

must look for
more information about the
Gazebo – and
Barnes
House
has a complicated history and
architecture.
The house that is
today known as
Barnes House –
an
imposing
three-storey
house with large
double bay windows – was built
in c1770. Despite
its
external
Figure 3. A recent photograph of the Barnes
appearance, it
House Gazebo.
was not a ‘new
build’, but was
spliced on to the adjoining, much older house, and internally it retains a considerable amount of timber-framing from
that earlier building. Also, around the same time, a further
extension was built on to the other side of the older building. Yet the two newer buildings and the older central section remained as one property and were known as Barnes
House, because the Barnes family lived here for 120 years
from 1737-1857. The property was variously used as two, and
at times three, houses until 1920 when they were allocated
separate deeds, becoming Barnes House for the bay-windowed house and The Nook for the rest (Fig 4). A close look
at the Gazebo reveals that it has the same segmental arched
sash windows with frames flush to the wall as the four
ground floor front windows of the oldest part of the Barnes
House property. These windows are early 18C.
Samuel White (1672-1736) bought the property in 1716.
He had arrived in St Ives, aged 18, in 1690 from Pirton in
Hertfordshire, with his brothers Benjamin aged 25 and
Ephraim aged 20, and each had substantial inheritances of
over £500 from their father’s estate. In 1689 over a third of
the town of St Ives had been destroyed in the ‘Great Fire’.
The White brothers set up drapery businesses; they prospered and bought property and land. However they came to

Figure 4. Barnes House is the double bay-fronted house built c1770,
but containing part of the adjacent older building. In the centre,
painted pink, is The Nook, remodelled in c1716–25, with probably
an older framework from the 17C within the building. This was
Samuel White’s house. To the right is a northern extension to The
Nook, probably built c1780.
–6–

they are quite famous, and acclaimed as a feature of the
town’s malting heritage, but in 1980 they were all but lost,
having fallen into disrepair, until the Ware Society organised fundraising for their restoration. It was at that time
they became known as ‘gazebos’; until then they were called
‘Dutch Summer-houses’. In c1830, the writer James Smith
noted the many former hostelries on the south side of the
High Street and that each had a large gateway giving access
to a spacious courtyard at the end of which was a pleasure garden, terminating at the River Lea; looking out upon which was a
Dutch summer-house (Figs 5 & 6).

fore, like the other gazebos already described, this one
would appear not to have been built primarily as a commercial look-out but equally for social activity (Fig 7).
In an effort to compare the St Ives, Ware
and Wiggenhall gazebos with others of
their age and type
around the country, a
trawl was undertaken
of the databases of
Historic England (HE).
The listing description
of each building was
essential but the
accompanying map of
each site, plus the
database of Images of
England (all listed
buildings at about the
time of the millenniFigure 7. The gazebo along the garden
um) proved invaluwall of St Germans Hall at Wiggenhall able. It was a very long
St Germans, near Kings Lynn.
job – the searches had
to be as wide and as
inclusive as possible, because these little buildings have
been given such a variety of names. They turn up as gazebos
but also pop up under the titles of summerhouse, garden
house, look-out, folly, tower, prospect tower, watch tower,
pavilion and many others. Many have been altered over the
centuries or have been transformed into, for example, dovecotes or boathouses. And of course, there must be some that
are not on the databases because they are not, or not yet, listed, or have become unrecognisable. Inevitably some gazebos
will slip the net; therefore the search results are probably
not definitive. However, despite these difficulties, the
searches proved extremely worthwhile – mainly because
they shed a new light on 18C ‘gazebos’. There would appear
to have been a national abundance of these buildings in the
early 18C, and this lasted for most of that century. After
analysing them and assessing their features and sites, it is
possible to categorize them into two distinct groups.
The primary understanding of a gazebo is that it is a
small building, perhaps for no more than 6-8 people, that
affords a view; the view is usually understood to be from the
gazebo but, in addition, the gazebo can be sited so that the
building itself is also part of a vista. After reviewing all the
HE listed 18C gazebos, a first characterisation was made
with those located in the garden. Some are situated within
the garden, perhaps on higher ground or raised so that a
view of the garden can be enjoyed; these buildings are often
decorative and come in a variety of styles – such as classical
temples, towers or little castles. Others are within the corner
of a garden wall; these may be open-sided, or enclosed like a
summerhouse. Some are similar to the earlier Tudor pavilions that look out from the garden wall on to the estate or
parkland beyond. All of these buildings relate directly to the
garden and its design, or to the estate of which the garden
is part, or to the open countryside in which the garden sits
or is adjacent to. Essentially these are private buildings and
they are garden buildings.

Figure 5. Three of the Ware gazebos and a watergate. The gazebo,
second from left, is said to be the oldest with a date of 1697 on the
adjacent wall.

Figure 6. The gazebo at Stanstead Abbotts photographed c1900.

In distinct contrast to the companionable group of gazebos at Ware there is an isolated example on the River Great
Ouse at Wiggenhall St Germans, about 5 miles from the port
of Kings Lynn in Norfolk. The river here is wide and the surrounding open countryside of the Fens can be bleak and
unforgiving. The gazebo is in the garden of St Germans Hall
and is often described as a ‘garden house’. St Germans Hall,
a very substantial mid 17C house with a range of later additions, is sited close to the river but sits behind and below the
necessary flood bank. Its late 17C gazebo is square, built of
red brick with a plain tiled pyramidal roof and there are rusticated brick quoins and surrounds to the door and windows. The door and west window are modern replacements
and the south window is blocked up. Although the gazebo is
only one storey, by being built into the garden wall which is
a part of the flood bank, the windows to the west and south
would have had good views of the river – however there are
probably as good, if not better, river views to be had from the
first and second floor windows of the adjacent house; there–7–

The other type of gazebo is quite different. This type of
gazebo looks away from the garden – to the outside and to
the public view. The proliferation of such buildings in the
18C suggests that they were a distinct wave of fashion. These
buildings are surprisingly uniform in design – generally
attached to a garden or perimeter wall, they are two-storey,
square buildings with first floor windows and a pyramid
roof. They are often quite plain and not as whimsical or
flamboyant as the garden gazebos. The upper floor is above
the garden wall and all its windows look away from the garden – to the outside. The majority are sited alongside a road,
but a smaller group are sited so as to view a river, harbour
or wharves. These buildings have little connection with the
garden other than their staircase access – they relate specifically to activities outside the garden. They are built in order
to allow a view of public areas and for their occupants to be
seen by the public doing just that. Thus they are public
buildings in that they are part of the public area, a part of
the ‘street scene’ – not contained within the private environment of a garden. They are rather like a box at the theatre.
It would appear – and here more research needs to be
done – that many of the street-side gazebos are linked to
merchants’ houses and their commercial interests. The 18C
saw a revolution in road transport; the maintenance of
important roads was taken away from parishes by the
Turnpike Trusts, who were authorised by Acts of Parliament
to finance road improvement by levying tolls and issuing
mortgage debt. The improved highways facilitated the rapid,
efficient transportation of goods and passengers by reducing costs and journey times. They also enabled an integrated
market for expanding trade and commerce. A street-side
gazebo gave a merchant and his family the place to view all
this activity in which they had a direct interest – the stage
coaches, the carters’ wagons and the general bustle. Equally
the gazebo demonstrated that the merchant had the means
and the leisure to enjoy such a gazebo, and as such it was a
fashionable status symbol.
Heavy goods could be transported far more cheaply and
quickly by water, and there was an extensive network of
trade along rivers and canals that linked to the coastal shipping as well as overseas ports. Merchants sited their houses
and businesses close to the waterways and consequently it
appears they had very similar gazebos that looked out onto
the water-borne commercial activity in the same way as they
did to that of the roads. However these gazebos can now be
difficult to identify because their 18C views have frequently
been obliterated by subsequent building. Thirty-seven 18C
‘water’ gazebos have been identified in England – less than
half the number of ‘street’ gazebos. Interestingly, the HE listings note that those gazebos in Rochester and Tewkesbury
are ‘rare survivors’ of previously larger groups of such gazebos in those towns. The Ware gazebos are now the largest
group in the country; the other groups being 3 in
Richmond, 3 in Tewkesbury, 2 in Lechlade, 2 in Hereford
and 2 in Tirley. Contemporary paintings and engravings give
a glimpse of how many there once were; old photographs
sometimes reveal gazebos that survived into the late 19C
and early 20C but which have now been lost (Fig. 8).
This view of the River Yare at Thorpe St Andrew,
Norwich, shows 6 gazebos – 5 to the right of the second
poplar tree and possibly another one near the tall-masted

Figure 8. The gazebo close to the chinese bridge of Island Hall,
Godmanchester, belonged to the neighbouring property, at one time
the home of the antiquarian, Robert Fox, 1798–1843. The old house
was demolished and rebuilt in the early 20C.

Figure 9. An 18C view of the River Yare at Thorpe St Andrew
Norwich, showing six riverside gazebos. Image from Picture Norfolk
by kind permission of Norfolk County Council.

boat. Today only one survives; it is second from left in the
group. In 1781, Mostyn John Armstrong, in his ‘History and
Antiquities of the County of Norfolk’, commented that the
village of Thorpe is sometimes called the Richmond of Norfolk and
may vie with the proudest and most admired summer retreats in all
England .. it is delightfully situated on a hanging hill .. [and has]..
become of late the residence of opulent manufacturers, several of
whom have erected extensive buildings in it and laid out spacious
gardens. The River Yare linked Norwich with the east coast
port of Great Yarmouth, and was a busy commercial highway. But, as can be seen from the engraving, Thorpe St
Andrew became a favoured spot for the country houses of
the wealthy merchants (Fig 9).
Indirectly, this cluster of gazebos at Thorpe reminds us of
the Ware gazebos being called ‘Dutch summerhouses’. In
the Netherlands little ‘summerhouses’ are found alongside
the canals and rivers. Many of these were built in the Dutch
Golden Age of the 17C. Wealthy merchant families left the
cities in the summer to be away from the putrid canals and
the risk of disease, and they gathered in favoured, fashionable areas such as those along the rivers Vecht, Spaarne and
Amstel. Here they built fine country houses, known as
buitenhuizen with expensive, elaborate gardens, and frequently they had a small pavilion in these gardens near the
water’s edge. Trade vessels used these waterways, but the
water was also a place for recreation and socialising. The little summer houses were very much part of the scene as can
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be seen in two works by
Laurens van der Vinne of the
late 17C Spaarne waterside
near Haarlem (Figs 10 & 11).
The pyramid-roofed buildings
look not unlike the English
18C gazebos. Without extensive research, one can only
conjecture on the extent of a
Dutch influence, through
trading connections and the
arrival of the new monarchy
of William of Orange and
Mary in 1689, that might have
instigated or encouraged the
fashion for the English merchants to build such gazebos
alongside their roads and
rivers.

Figure 10. View of het Spaarne from the landing stage in front of Spaarnhout, July 1682
by Laurens van der Vinne (1658–1729).

Bridget Flanagan
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GARDEN HISTORY SOCIETY GRADUATE SYMPOSIUM 2015
The Garden History Society held its summer event in Newcastle from 23-26 July. On 24 July, the Graduate
Symposium, chaired by Dr Patrick Ayres, Editor of the New Arcadian Journal, featured a number of garden history
researchers who presented papers on their chosen topics. The following summary is published in two parts in the
GHS Newsletter and is reproduced here by kind permission of the GHS.

T

was the source of light and life for all his subjects. Apollo
iconography abounds: on the gilded gates to Versailles, in
the power and dynamism of the Apollo fountain, and the six
nymphs attending to Apollo in the grotto at the end of a
heavy day administering or controlling all his subjects’
needs. The undefeated sun was the undefeated king and
Louis wanted the French people to know they needed the
sun-king to survive.
Contemporary guide books and tours of the palace and
gardens were organised to ensure that visitors were blinded
by the Sun, or at least aware of its imagery. At the Latona
fountain, inspired by Ovid’s Metamorphoses, the sculptures
by Gaspard and Balthazar Marsy illustrate the legend of
Apollo’s mother, Latona, protecting Apollo and Diana from
the insults of the peasants of Lycia, and calling on Jupiter to
avenge them. Jupiter transformed the peasants into frogs
and lizards. Might there have been a parallel to the protection of Louis by his mother, Anne of Austria who was regent
during the Fronde uprising? Louis wrote and directed the
itinerary, with a stop above the fountain to gaze on a vista
extending to infinity or eternity (placed facing the château
in 1670, the group was reset around 1687 to face the Grand
Canal). In 1671, an account of a visit by the Venetian ambassador tells of a drive with the king around the garden, and
observes that the tour expounded the political arrangement
and evoked a personal cult around the sun-king.
The Versailles menagerie was designed by Le Vau in 1663
and located in in the SW corner of the park. It held largely
domesticated animals, in contrast to the fighting beasts in
Louis’ earlier Vincennes menagerie, and was not intended to
be a zoo, but rather a living metaphor for court society. The
Versailles menagerie centred on an octagonal, domed and
balconied building with views of 7 enclosures whose separating walls formed a radiating fan. There was nothing new
about keeping birds and animals but Versailles represented
a shift in form and function, as Louis moved away from programmes of animal combat in Vincennes and adopted more
peaceful and graceful, less mobile animals, at Versailles.

he GHS Graduate Symposium for 2015, held in the
capacious Herschel Building of Newcastle University,
was almost a standing-room only event, the audience
being swelled by representatives from many of the County
Gardens Trusts who had also come along to participate in
the historic merger of the Association of Gardens Trusts
with the Garden History Society. The proceedings for that
momentous occasion were yet to come and the animated
members of both organisations were keen to hear what the
invited graduate speakers had to say about topics that were
close to the hearts of many of their listeners. They were not
disappointed
Erin McHugh: The role of iconography within the French formal
garden at Versailles
Erin is an honours student in history from St Olaf College in
Northfield, Minnesota. Expecting to graduate in 2016, she
has already travelled extensively in Israel, Palestine and
Jordan, and has studied at the Centre for Mediaeval and
Renaissance Studies at Keble College, Oxford. An athlete and
community volunteer, her historical research has included
the 1680 uprising of the Pueblo North American Indians
against the then Spanish colonialists. Here, she focused on
an iconographic interpretation of the gardens at Versailles.
Erin opened by making the assertion that the French formal garden of Louis XIV at Versailles expressed the principles of absolute monarchy and proceeded to analyse the evidence in support of her assertion. She identified three main
strands to her argument: (i) that the gardens comprised
iconographic features such as Apollo; (ii) that garden tours
and itineraries served to educate visitors in the proper
understanding of the iconography, and (iii) that the
menagerie at Versailles served as a model for court and
wider society.
Born in 1638, Louis XIV came to the throne at the age of
four during the regency of his mother, Anne of Austria, and
ruled until his death in 1715. Having relied on his Cardinals
Richelieu and Mazarin to centralise the powers of the state,
on the death of Mazarin in 1661 Louis assumed the position
of his own chief minister and became the greatest exponent
of absolute monarchy. In the same year, expansion of the old
palace at Versailles, built by Louis XIII on the site of his hunting lodge, was begun under architect Louis Le Vau (whose
success at Vaux-le-Vicomte may have hastened his client
Fouquet’s downfall), closely followed by André Le Nôtre’s
development of the gardens in 1662, both under the close
supervision of Louis himself.
By the time the king moved permanently to Versailles in
1682, an elaborate court etiquette was established that had
the aristocracy vying to participate in his rising in the morning and retiring at night. The allusion to Apollo was established; Louis was the centre of the state and, like the sun,
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naturalising the rest of the grounds, establishing two lakes
and ornamental bridge.
In the north park, the first earl had desired an eye-catcher and, around 1749, had initial plans drawn up, possibly by
Henry Flitcroft, who had remodelled part of the Hall, for a
gothic elevation. This design was not used and instead
Sanderson Miller, the noted folly-builder of the day, was
engaged to draw up plans between 1749-51 for a ruined castle and gothic tower on Johnson’s Hill. Miller may well have
used his earlier gothic ruin at Hagley Hall as a model. The
Wimpole folly remained an idea on paper until the period of
Brown’s re-landscaping following the first earl’s death, and
Miller’s design was constructed, possibly with the assistance
of James Essex, between 1768 and 1770.
Approaching from the main hall, the ruin is visible but
after crossing the haha, it increasingly dominates the landscape. Apparently of crumbling stone and brick, curtain
walling connects three towers of which the eye-catcher is
the four-stage, gothic centre tower. Each stage has windows
of two lights in Y tracery and crosslet loop lights, as if for
defence. On reaching the site, the innocent visitor questions
whether it is indeed the remains of a mediaeval castle and
begins to realise that the construction is much more recent.
The curtain wall on the west side has an original entrance
opening with shields of arms and a Y-traceried window
above. Through the curtain wall, masonry become brickwork and all illusion crumbles. In the midst of the ruins can
be seen two doorways to tower and basement. Details, such
as a faux-Latin inscription above the tower door, now mainly
disappeared, suggest that a few visitors were expected to
explore the folly further and be rewarded for their curiosity.
Unlike Miller’s sham castle eye-catcher, the Gothic Folly as
built during the time of the 2nd Earl was weatherproofed,
perhaps so that it might be used for picnics or gatherings or
as a viewing point. The Marchioness was initially less
impressed with the ‘unpicturesqued’ folly, though she eventually approved of the changes which make it a three-dimensional, solid object, instead of a two-dimensional object in
the distance.

Visitors were impressed by species not seen before.
Parallels were implied between the birds on display at
Versailles and hierarchical distinction. Birds were of the
highest order: they were created on the fifth day of creation
in the bible and perfected before mankind. They were closest
to divinity because they were virtuous and obedient. In
mediaeval Europe, the pelican was believed to provide blood
by wounding her own breast when no other food was available for her young and thereby came to symbolise the
Passion of Jesus and the Eucharist. Louis controlled the
court as much as, or possibly more than, his menagerie and
the court was expected to embody the same characteristics
of obedience in a theatre of civility. (In response to a question after her talk, Erin mused that if Louis identified himself with the pelican, he might have been guilty of blaspheming against himself!)
Cranes and toucans, with exotic plumage and exquisite
courting dance existed to be seen and to be looked at. Being
looked at in the court menagerie exerted a profound influence, instilling a sense of inferiority – paralleling Jeremy
Bentham’s C18 concept of the ideal prison, or panopticon,
wherein every inmate was observable at all times by an
unseen, central guard, thereby guaranteeing good behaviour at low cost. The Versailles visual politics ensured that
court members would never know when the guard (Louis)
was looking and had always to be on their guard.
Erin closed by reminding us that Louis XIV saw himself
as a visionary leader who exerted a miraculous power over
his people. The animals suggested that power by being
peaceful, graceful and virtuous and served as a model for
the court. 2015 is the tercentenary of his death and the iconic gardens remain, full of Apollo icons, and serves to remind
that Louis XIV was one of the most successful absolute monarchs of all time.
Kasie Alt: Fictions and fabrications – the Gothic folly at Wimpole
Researching for a PhD in Art History, with a focus in garden
history, at the University of Texas at Austin, Kasie Alt is also
an Assistant Instructor at UT- Austin in the Survey of
Renaissance through Modern Art. She holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Art History from Northern Michigan University
and an MA from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Part
of the research that formed the foundation for her fascinating talk on the Gothic folly at Wimpole Hall in
Cambridgeshire was made possible by a fellowship as a
Visiting Scholar at the Yale Center for British Art in 2014.
The Wimpole estate, comprising Wimpole Hall and some
3,000 acres situated about nine miles to the SW of
Cambridge, has passed through several hands since the present hall was begun in 1640. The grounds were laid out by
landscape designers including George London and Henry
Wise. In the 1720s Charles Bridgeman laid out a formal
grand avenue of over two miles to the south. In 1740 the
estate was acquired by Philip Yorke, 1st Earl of Hardwicke,
the same year in which his son and eventual heir, Philip,
married Jemima de Grey who brought her own title
(Marchioness Grey) and estate of Wrest Park with its formal
garden. Philip Yorke inherited the Hardwicke title and
Wimpole estate in 1764 and in 1767 Lancelot ‘Capability’
Brown made his first visit. From 1768-1772 Brown set about

The Gothic folly at Wimpole Hall.

Kasie Alt

Kasie invited us to consider whether the folly had an allegorical purpose beyond that of a picnic spot, and to explore
its fabricated character. In the way that it dominates the
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A visit to Wimpole Hall is part of the study weekend in September
2016 planned by Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust in celebration of
Brown’s tercentenary.

north park, perhaps it represented the triumph of reason
over catholic superstition? Or was it simply that Philip Yorke
was fond of the Gothic revival? A print of the Gothic Tower
at Wimpole, from 1777 or before, shows use of Gothic epithet above lines by Daniel Wray Esq., which make reference
to ‘Magna Charta’ and Whig politics. The Gothic tower symbolises virtues of the Norman line and carries allusions of
historical association. Wray was a contemporary and close
friend of Yorke, and was a contributor to the he first volume
of the Athenian Letters first published in a small, private
edition by Philip and his brother Charles in 1741. The
Athenian Letters, supposedly based on the correspondence
of an agent of the King of Persia, residing at Athens during
the Peloponnesian war, was a commentary on the history of
the times, and had a number of anonymous contributors.
Other collections of papers and letters associated with Yorke
included the English Mercurie, a fabricated newspaper
account of the Spanish Armada supposedly written ‘By
Authority’ in 1588 during the reign of Elizabeth I, and The
Philosopher, dated 1738-1741, a manuscript, by multiple
authors, of about 36 essays and verse translations on various
subjects. Yorke, together with his literary companions, evidently had form in publishing fake historical accounts and
commentaries; the jeu d’esprit English Mercurie was cited
in historical writings until the authors’ identities were
uncovered in 1839.
Kasie suggested that Philip Yorke felt that the best format for presenting potentially controversial or even satirical
ideas was through the fictional historical construct. Perhaps
we should look at the folly as being multi-layered. As a sham
ruin, the folly tries to hide its origins but behind the curtain
wall, the visitor is invited to enjoy the illusion and the fabrication – a visual practical joke. After working out the illusion, the viewer can then enjoy a great view from a new
stand-point. The folly is both something to see and to see
from.
Through Philip and his wife Jemima, there are links
between the estates at Wrest and Wimpole, and the writings.
In garden design as in the writings, the format is as important as the content. Philip and Jemima visited a number of
sites including Aislabie’s water garden at Studley Royal and
their tours perhaps enabled them to consider times when
the stones rested more firmly on each other. The couple had
a lot in common and Jemima had a great deal of influence
over her husband. Philip became a person within the garden
but Jemima also had a mind of her own. She was not overwhelmed by Lancelot Brown’s agricultural approach to landscape and felt she had a husband with more imagination,
perhaps than previously thought. At Wimpole the Yorkes
had an idea and Brown was able to modify that but a little.
In conclusion, Kasie asserted that the Wimpole folly is a
physical metaphor of Yorke’s writings: Philip claimed connection to the past by his literary research, and he created
stories that gave foundation to the contemporary reality.
The nature of the folly’s design invites viewers to look
behind the curtain to see the false form, as in the letters and
writings – a fiction and fabrication. The fabricated folly has
as much to do with imagined historical associations as have
the writings. But, in the end, illusion can be stripped away
to discover the fabrication and to enjoy the view.

Dianne Long: Designed landscapes of industrialists 1700-1820
Dianne Long has a BA in Russian and Slavonic Studies, an
MA in Garden History from the University of Buckingham
and is presently researching for her PhD at the University of
Exeter. She has also found time to acquire a Diploma in
Garden Design from EGS and holds the RHS Diploma in
Horticulture. Dianne is an active presenter, having given
papers at the Devon History Society and will address the
Institute of Historical Research at the University of London.
She is a trustee on the Council of Management at Devon
Gardens Trust and a trustee of The Fortescue Garden Trust.
Dianne’s PhD thesis title is also that of her excellent paper.
Dianne opened by reminding her audience that industrialists of the eighteenth century were innovators, often
inventors and, perhaps above all, canny business people who
were at the forefront of both industry and society. However,
their gardens have attracted little attention in comparison
to their more illustrious contemporaries with inherited
landed estates. The location of their homes and estates was
often determined by their industry and the source of their
growing wealth. These men and their families, who were
leading Britain’s growing economy, became very wealthy
and well connected, but Dianne wondered what influenced
the development of their landscapes, and how those landscapes interacted with the industrial operation? Given that
proximity to the business was essential, and since demands
of the industrial process, such as movement of raw materials, products, waste and labour, imposed requirements on
architecture and layout of the factory, perhaps it was to be
expected that there would be a close interaction between
home estate and industrial site. Above all, there was need for
power and so before the widespread adoption of steam, the
most readily available form of power was from water. A good
head of water provided mechanical power, but it also gave
means of transport for materials and possible people and
was often an essential part of the manufacturing process.
Hence, water was a necessity but also became a theme for
the landscape. Water was a key element of the setting, playing its part in the industrial operation and was an accepted
part of the industrial landscape.
In support of her premise, Dianne cited as an example,
the Derby silk factory. The mill was built between 1717 and
1721 by George Sorocold for the Lombe brothers on a long
island in the river Derwent, and is thought to be one of the
earliest successful examples of the factory system in Britain.
Powered by an undershot water wheel seven metres in diameter, Daniel Defoe noted in 1742, “This engine contains
26,586 Wheels, and 96,746 Movements, which work 73,726
yards of Silk-thread, every time the Waterwheel goes round,
which it does three times in one Minute.” The estate included a fine summer house with gravel walk, fine grass, a cut
hedge and fountains, a most noble work. It became a tourist
attraction with approach and views manipulated like the
best gardens. The manager could keep the mill in view while
enjoying the garden.
Etruria, in Staffordshire, was one of four locations for
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can be seen standing by the river Winster next to a hill.
Wilkinson drained and improved the surrounding mosslands and landscaped the hill, to provide an imposing setting. He also cut paths, installed a barrier on the river to
avoid flooding and, on the hill, created walled garden for
fruit where he experimented in grafting fruits onto ornamental trees. On the north facing slope there is a cast iron
cistern; Wilkinson planned to install steam engine to pump
water 150 m to serve baths and provide a salt water jet. The
steam engine was never installed and engine-house became
a gardener’s cottage.
The first use of a steam engine to recycle water was in
1742 at Coalbrookdale in Shropshire, where an early steam
engine was used to return water uphill where it could be
used again as motive power to drive industrial machinery.
Dianne showed a print by Francis Vivares of the Upper
Works at Coalbrookdale from 1758 in which factories and
houses can be seen on a hill, most with smoking chimneys;
there is a boat on a river bend, and, in the foreground, six
horses drawing a large iron cylinder. Holding pools for
water were important for the forges and furnaces and a new
pool had been built in 1698 at the high end of the dale. By
1773, a plan of Coalbrookdale by Thomas Slaughter depicted
a culvert that emptied into a pool that would have served
industrial purposes but also provided a picturesque cascade,
with a contemporary description speaking of a pretty sheet
of water. Sluice gates on the lower furnace pool, which controlled the water supply to the works, had a fall of over 6 m
and formed a fine cascade that was possibly designed for
visual impact, or may have been just a happy side effect. The
intent is unknown but the cascades were in place for the
visual benefit of some notable houses. A view of the Upper
Furnace Pool by William Westwood from 1835 shows two
fine houses by the pool, emphasising the picturesque.

the Wedgwood pottery business. The virgin site was purchased by Josiah Wedgwood, who opened his new works in
1769. It was named after the homeland of the Etruscans and
reflected the classical styles that Wedgwood was making
popular. The site covered 350 acres and was next to the Trent
and Mersey Canal. Wedgewood developed the site with
homes, gardens and factories, as well as his own home,
Etruria Hall, whose image featured on a plate of the
Wedgwood Frog Service for Catherine the Great. The site was
chosen for its commercial value, being on the path of the
Trent and Mersey Canal. The canal was authorised by
Parliament in 1766 and the first sod was cut in the same
year by Josiah Wedgwood, who was treasurer to the canal
committee. In 1777, the canal was completed, with a section
specially designed to encompass Etruria. A branch of the
canal goes behind the works, creating an island connected
by bridges to gardens and the factory. Three hundred and
forty-five trees were planted on the island to provide shelter
belts and to manipulate the view. There was a dual emphasis
on utility and aesthetic, like the earthenware and china
products that the Etruria Works produced.
Another early factory organised around the assembly
line was the Soho Manufactory, established in Soho,
Birmingham, by Matthew Boulton and which operated from
1766-1848. The manufactory produced a wide range of goods
from buttons, buckles and boxes to japanned ware, and later
luxury products such as silverware and ormolu. The factory
building was constructed by Wyatt of Lichfield, who also
demolished a previously existing cottage to erect a home for
Boulton, Soho House, on the site. Originally powered by
water, the factory became one of the first to be powered by
a Watt steam engine in 1782. A 1793 sketch plan shows
designs for new walks near to manufactory on land that he
bought in 1794/5. A print from 1800 shows an elegant building set behind a specimen tree, with house, stables, pleasure
grounds, menagerie and tea-house. Views of Soho show
beautiful gardens, interspersed with canals, again combining beauty and utility in an integrated entity. The Soho Loop
of the Birmingham Canal was cut to serve the factory in
1769 and the new canal not only supplied water for the factory but also enabled features to be created, such as cascades, a boat-house hermitage and a temple grotto, all
enhancing the setting in Soho.
When steam arrived, Birmingham industrialists adapted
factories to use the new power source but since water was
still required, the dual use of water for industry and amenity continued, and the steam engines were employed to
pump water up to water trees and plants in their gardens.
Dianne moved on to describe Castle Head near Grangeover-Sands, Westmoreland. Castle Head house was built in
1778 for John Wilkinson, the foremost ironmaster of his day.
Wilkinson invented a precision boring device which was
invaluable in making cast-iron cylinders such as those needed in the new steam engines. The same device could also
make precision bores for cannon and Wilkinson became
involved in a controversy when his supplies of pipework and
engine parts for the Paris waterworks were mistakenly
embargoed by British authorities on suspicion of supplying
gun-metal to a hostile power.
In a print from 1815/16 by William Daniell, the house

Plan of the grotto at Warmley Works

Dianne Long

Dianne closed by describing the brass and zinc works at
Warmley near Bristol in the period 1748-58. Established by
William Champion from 1743, the new works was the first
pin factory where all the processes from smelting to packing
took place on one site. The site included an industrial works,
water supply, worker’s housing, and manager’s house and
garden, located in a bend of the Siston Brook, a tributary of
the River Avon. It centred upon a 13.5 acre, man-made lake
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Ligurian villa gardens remained remarkably consistent over
time. The Palazzo Durazzo, overlooking the sea at Santa
Margherita Ligure, SE of Genoa, is such an example, built in
the C17, with olives, vines and fruit on the slopes of the hills,
and a small private parterre garden.
Many of the villas near Genoa were much more palatial.
The key elements of the Ligurian villa gardens in the
Renaissance and Baroque Periods were: a series of rising terraces; a north-south axis facing the sea; symmetry around
the central axis; formal gardens of hedge, lawn and flowers
on the terraces nearest the house, and fruit, vines and vegetables on the other terraces, but organized to a strict geometry to form part of the overall ornamental design. Pergolas,
fountains and grottoes were also common features of these
gardens. Almost all of them also had an area of woodland or
bosco at their highest point representing wild nature. Nick
showed a 1708 print of San Pier d’Arena, a western suburb of
Genoa, where the number of villas and gardens was such
that they appeared to from a terrace of palaces, all with gardens in this form, whose southern aspects faced the waterfront and whose gardens marched up the hill to the rear.
The English landscape style did influence Liguria, but
did not sweep away these earlier gardens as in many other
places. Many owners adapted the bosco at the top of their
property to imitate the giardino all’inglese, leaving the formal
terraces intact. Individual examples of all the main forms of
landscape garden were, however, created in Liguria, including the Brownian, the theatre of the world collection of fabriques, the picturesque and the ferme ornée.
What did change garden design in Liguria fundamentally was the creation of the Italian Riviera in the nineteenth
century, particularly following the construction of the NiceGenoa railway in the 1870s. Before that there had been a
gradual increase in the use of Palms and other exotics. Nick
showed two paintings of the Moreno Garden by Claude
Monet, who visited Bordighera in 1884. The owner had
planted hundreds of palm trees and other exotic vegetation
in an earlier olive grove. This and two nearby gardens – the
famous Hanbury gardens and the Villa Garnier (by the
French Architect Charles Garnier, designer of the Paris
Opera, Monte Carlo Casino and Nice Observatory) – were particularly influential in the development of the Riviera Style
garden that was to spread along both the Italian and French
Rivieras. An irregular network of paths and steps on steeply
rising ground was interspersed with irregular planting
areas and terraces. These were filled with palm tress and
other exotics, including agaves and opuntia. The date palm
was the central element of this new planting palette and
was much admired by Victorians for its associations with
the Orient, by which was meant the Middle East and North
Africa. Such planting was often edged with rough local
stone and colourful strip bedding.
Nick continued his paper by showing us a postcard of the
late C19 Hotel Angst in Bordighera. The new grand hotels all
created surrounding gardens in the same Riviera Style, the
palms and exotic vegetation forming an important selling
point. Local authorities also built public promenades using
the same planting palette in the hope of attracting tourists
to benefit local business, rather than for the use of their
own citizens. Between 1860 and WW1, this garden planting

to provide water for the industrial processes. Champion
employed power from water, wind, horse and, in 1749, steam
when a modern steam engine was installed at the brass
works. A Swedish visitor of the time (perhaps an industrial
spy?) noted an Archimedean screw and Newcomen steam
engine to recycle water for motive power. Again, there are
accounts of water falling into pool in a cascade in a beautiful scene.
The garden, extending to the west of Warmley House, is
also attributed to Champion. A sloping lawn stretches from
the house to a semi-elliptical `Echo Pond’ at the edge of the
lake. To the south are a ha-ha, the underground passages
and vaults of a grotto, and a raised mount which gives a
view over the garden and the walks. The garden is listed
Grade II in the Register of Parks and Gardens.
Dianne showed plans of the Warmley site and focused
upon the grotto, which is divided into a number of chambers and supplied by water from the Echo Pool: the secretive
Champion may originally have used this area for experimentation with, for example, a small blast furnace in one chamber. Another chamber has a pit suitable for a water wheel.
Another pool could have been for granulating molten metal
through quenching. After his experiments were concluded
the area may have been reinvented as grotto. The water lift
system provided a cascade, which may have been steaming
at the time it plunged into a chamber and flowed out into
the lake beside a statue of Neptune.
Dianne closed by observing that all landscapes she had
described were permeated by the impression that, while the
manufacturing function was taming the landscape and
using water to provide both power and material for industrial processing, the ability to control the flow of water was
also used to delight the visual sense. But noise and smells
must have been quite something!
Nick Chibnall: Villa gardens of Liguria and the Italian Riviera
Nick Chibnall has an MA in Garden History from the
University of Bristol and is presently a D.Phil candidate in
Garden History at the University of Buckingham. Nick was
highly commended in the 2014 GHS essay competition for
The Palms of the Orient, a detailed and scholarly examination of the hotel gardens of the late nineteenth century
Riviera. Unable to present his talk at the 2014 Graduate
Symposium through ill-health, Nick kindly journeyed to
Newcastle to tell us about the wonderful villa gardens of
Liguria.
Nick opened by setting the scene for us: Liguria is a thin
coastal strip of the Mediterranean between France and
Tuscany, backed by high mountains of the Alps and
Apennines. Its distinctive topography has been an important
factor in the development of its gardens. Liguria has been an
area of villeggiatura – leisure and relaxation away from the
cares of city life, especially for the wealthy, since Roman
times, and Nick showed an image of the maritime Roman
villa Varignano opening onto the shore with enclosed gardens behind. In the Mediaeval Period, Genoa became a
wealthy maritime trading power. It was a densely populated
walled city, but beyond its walls, on the rising hillsides, were
a patchwork of luxurious villas with walled gardens at the
centre of agricultural estates. The general form of these
– 14 –

The Renaissance-inspired Villa Agnelli.

Nick Chibnall
these gardens incorporated agricultural areas and indigenous vegetation at the margins to embed the formal gardens
more easily in the landscape. In some cases this and the natural rockiness of the landscape, came to dominate. Nick
showed images of Cecil Pinsent’s garden of Gli Scafari near
Lerici for Lady Sybil and Percy Lubbock, where the formal
flower garden had been reduced to a single small enclosure
and the olives, pine and holm oak, imported cypress and,
above all, the natural rock, macchia and stunning sea views,
were the main themes.

transformed the landscape of the coast such that the date
palm became emblematic of the entire area.
After WWI, garden design on the Italian Riviera saw a
reduction in use of the palm and exotic plants and a greater
use of indigenous vegetation, known as macchia, local agricultural plant material (olives, vines, lemons etc.) and the
cypress. Riviera gardens reflected many of the early C20
developments in British gardening, especially a return to
more formal structures derived from historical precedents.
Harold Peto on the French Riviera and Cecil Pinsent in
Florence were the principal English exponents of these new
ideas on the Continent. Italian garden designers were late in
adopting the new interest in historical Italian gardens and,
when they did so, developed a distinctively nationalistic
revivalist style. By way of illustration, Nick showed images of
a number of formal Riviera gardens including the Villa
Marigola at Lerici and the Villa Agnelli at Levanto, both
Renaissance-inspired gardens by Italian designers. Many of

At the end of Nick’s talk, Patrick Eyres closed the 2015
Graduate Symposium by calling for a vote of thanks to all
the speakers for their excellent papers and presenting each
speaker with copies of GHS at 50 and Indignation.
Phil Christie
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THE CGT EDUCATION PROGRAMME
October 2015

T

hoping to try the plant matching activity next week, which
should be really interesting. “
“Thank you again for the training. We all really enjoyed
it, and got a lot out of it.”
The training will be put into practice in 2016; meanwhile, we will seek to run small projects for Little Seedlings
that are related to aspects of Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown,
given that 2016 is the tercentenary of is birth. Ideas being
considered include: Brown landscape in a shoebox; the life
of Brown in a stained glass window; a video of an imaginary
interview with Brown to discuss his landscape ideas.
Suggestions, or help with drafting and evaluating proposals,
would be gratefully received, particularly from members
who teach or have taught at primary school level.

he five-year education programme was launched in
September 2010, so as to have a structured approach
for communicating the work of the Trust and educating young citizens and potential future members. We report
below a final update of the activities under the current programme. First of all, here is a summary of the five programmes.

1. CGT Little Seedlings
Formed for Primary School children aged 4–12 years; this
programme is a cash grant for education-related activities in
horticulture or arboriculture and is administered via
schools.
In 2015, CGT Little Seedlings is supporting, through
Cambridgeshire County Council, a new national initiative
called Forest Schools. This encourages children of pre-school
or reception age to explore the natural environment
through activities such as running, jumping and tree-climbing under supervision from trained adults. We are pleased to
report that Thongsley Fields School, Oxmoor, Huntingdon
has taken the opportunity of our funding to work with
Allison Box, Outdoor Learning Adviser, Cambridgeshire
County Council on the national scheme, initially for preschool and reception age. Training of staff, fully supported
by the Head Teacher, Rachel Myer, took place in May 2015,
with the first pupil session using the wooded area in the
school grounds, in June The wooded space is large enough to
enable children to explore the natural environment on a
regular basis whilst progressing their learning and development. Some comments from the training day:
“I really enjoyed all the practical ideas and the ethos
behind it. It’s clarified it all for me. It’s been a lovely day that
has given me lots of ideas.”
“I didn't know anything about forest schools until today
and I've been enlightened about it. The things you can do
and the things children can do have been fantastic.”
“It brought everything into focus. We bonded together in
the woods. It extended their learning environment.”
“I've had a wonderful day. I wasn't sure what we would be
learning today and I've learnt a lot and can't wait to put it
into practice with the children. I've got a real enthusiasm
now.”
“Nice to have the training in our own forest area to see
what we can achieve.”
“Enjoyed seeing how much I can do with so little. Nice to
be transported back and realise there is so much you can
do.”
“I have been on a couple of forest school conferences and
I've learnt something new each time. Always new ideas and
always room for more creativity.”
“I think everyone has been really on board with some of
the suggestions for things we could try. We have allowed the
children to climb higher in the trees, and only had 1 (so far)
who has got stuck, but she was able to get down when I
talked her through it! Class 2 have adopted the Forest
School names, and tried the nature pictures of stories. I am

2. CGT Bright Futures
For Middle School children aged 12–16, now in two parts.
i. Sponsorship of an agricultural class at the County Show
at Wimpole Hall run by Young Farmers.
ii. Sponsorship of a botanical event at the Cambridge
University Science Week.
Once again we sponsored an agricultural class at the
County Show held at Wimpole on 31 May 2015 and received
good publicity from it. Ideas are coming in for ways in
which CGT could promote a schools' event to celebrate
CB300 in 2016 bearing in mind Brown's landscape projects
in the county and family connections in the Fenstanton
area.

3. CGT Research Grant
Originally formed for further education students over 18
studying
Garden
History
related
subjects
in
Cambridgeshire, this is a cash grant to support a research
project on a subject of CGT’s choosing. For 2014–15 we have
widened the scope of this research to be Garden History
related; for example, to include social history, landscape and
art, and lowered the age to 16 to encourage entrants from
sixth form students as well as those in further education.
The project is to be located in Cambridgeshire. It can be presented as an essay, a report or multi-media format.
Despite contact with all 6th forms and colleges in an
attempt to broaden the eligibility for applications, there has
been no firm response to this opportunity for research funding.

4. CGT Garden Apprentice
This is open to a person of any age group currently on a garden-related apprenticeship scheme in Cambridgeshire,
offering free membership to Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust
for five years and providing access to a network of people
and information to support them in their careers.
Our present apprentice has sadly had to stand down
because of ill health. We offer her our very best wishes for a
speedy recovery
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speak on the subject, Wimpole Historic Park & Gardens. There
will be coffee and mince pies on arrival, and the lecture will
be followed by mulled wine so early booking is advised!
The 2015 list of events is printed in this newsletter and is
posted on the CGT website. The website has the benefit of
giving members the most up to date information after the
newsletter has gone to press. Please book early to enable us
to inform venues of numbers for refreshments, tour guides
and parking arrangements. The larger venues now ask for
lists of names prior to visits and your early booking enables
these to be forwarded in good time.
We are now starting to organise grants for 2016. If you
have contacts with any of our outreach areas such as schools
or gardens that could benefit from the education programme please contact Ann Colbert at acolbert25@btinternet.com. We are, of course, always ready to welcome volunteers. If you would like to help, for example with arranging
our monthly visits or with young people’s projects, please
contact Ann as above. We look forward to hearing from you!

5. CGT Day Lectures
A series of one-day lectures, or Study Days; designed primarily for over 18’s, these aim to raise funds to support the
other four education programmes. Lectures focus upon a
theme or period of garden history.
We look forward to our next Study Day, 19 March 2016,
at Hemingford Abbots Village Hall, when our theme will be
the 19C-20C. Please see the calendar for further details of
the event programme which includes, as usual, an excellent
lunch!
The annual general meeting will be held in Fen Drayton
Village Hall on Saturday 24 October, when the speaker will
be Dr Sarah Spooner from the University of East Anglia.
Sarah is Lecturer in Landscape History at UEA. Her research
covers many aspects of the rural landscape in the eighteenth
century, including the architecture and landscape of the
English country house and the landed estate. She will deliver a talk about Repton, including his plans for Sheringham
and elsewhere, entitled, 'Field of Corn makes a Pleasant Prospect':
Beauty and utility in Repton's East Anglia.
Our 2015 Christmas Lecture will be held on Friday 4
December at Clare Hall, Cambridge, when Alison Moller will

Ann Colbert

Activities to date and future plans
2012

2013

Theme

Cambridgeshire Trees Botanical Collections

1. Little
Seedlings

Abbots Ripton Hall
Garden Show
‘Grow a rainbow’

2. Bright
Futures

Cambridge County
Show – cancelled

5. Study Day
Lectures

2016
19C and 20C

Northborough Primary Completion of Fen
School Outdoor
Drayton School
Learning Centre
project
Fen Drayton School
Sensory Walk

Forest Training:
Cambs CC outdoor
project for preschool & reception

Forest schools
activities &
‘Capability’ Brown–
related projects

Cambridge County
Show

Cambridge County
Show

Cambridge County
Show

Cambridge County
Show

No applicants

No applicants

No applicants

Robinson College
apprentice

Robinson College
apprentice

No apprentice
currently planned

22 March: Great War
centenary and legacy

14 March: Regency
Period

19 March: 19C &
20C gardens

Robinson College
apprentice

Arcadia in Arden: what 23 March:
future for our trees?
Botanical Collections

Great War Centenary

2015
The Regency Era

3. Research
Grant
4. Garden
Robinson College
Apprentice apprentice

2014

Finances to date and future commitments
Programme

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016 (prov)

1. Little Seedlings

-£50

-£250

-£450

0

-£575

-£300

2. Bright Futures

-£375

-£50

-£50

-£30

-£3

-£30

3. Research Grant

0

0

0

0

0

4. Garden Apprentice

0

-£300

-£300

-£300

-£300

5. Study Day Lectures

+£100

+£250

+£3

+£196

+£24

+£300

Total

-£325

-£350

-£797

-£134

-£36

-£330
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THE GARDENS OF THE KING’S COLLEGE OF THE BLESSED MARY
AND ST NICHOLAS, COMMONLY CALLED KING’S COLLEGE IN THE
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
The CGT visited King’s on 12th June 2015 for a conducted tour by the Chief Horticulturalist, Stephen Coghill.

K

1470-1720
For nearly three centuries this site, apart from King’s
Chapel, was without buildings of note. John Hamond’s map,
1592, showed that the east front of the Chapel and Henry
VI’s site were hidden behind mediaeval lanes and tenements, which stood until the construction of Wilkin’s
screen, 1823-4. David Loggan’s map of 1688 (Fig. 1) and
William Custance’s (1798) continued to show these buildings, the footings of which were revealed in an archaeological dig along King’s front lawn beside King’s Parade in 1991.
Beyond these tenements Loggan’s map reveals the Chappel
Yard flanked by the Chapel to the north and with trees
around the perimeter of a central pasture. This Yard was separated from a pasture towards the river by an avenue of
trees. In this pasture another avenue led to King’s bridge,
midway between the boundaries with Queens’ and Clare
Colleges. George Thompson’s two-arched stone bridge, 1627,
replaced earlier bridges until its demolition and replacement by Wilkin’s bridge, 1819. Along the east bank of the
river was a wall and there was a bowling green in the northwest beside the river bank. The west bank was divided with
two pastures to the south and north. By 1688 Loggan shows
that the college had surrounded its portion of the Long
Green with perimeter trees and divided the plot with a central raised causeway leading from the bridge. This walk was
flanked by water courses and double rows of trees. The
northern division, King’s Meadow, was pasture and in the
thickly planted southern division, King’s Grove, was a rectangular island surrounded by a moat.

ing Henry VI, founder of Eton College in 1440, was a
great founder but a singularly inept king. With the
intention of providing further education for his Eton
scholars, Henry purchased a garden of some 40 yards by 25
yards behind the University Schools (presently the Old
Schools) and had a gatehouse and student rooms built (sold
to the University in 1829 and presently the West Court of the
Old Schools). This new College of St Nicholas 1441, was
renamed The King’s College of the Blessed Mary and St
Nicholas in 1443. Henry VI’s Memorandum or Will shows
extensive plans for a chapel and buildings around the
Chappel Yard or Great Court. The foundation stone of King’s
Chapel was laid in 1446, but civil war and the deposition of
Henry seriously diminished the college’s finances. The
Chapel was only completed by Henry VIII some 70 years later
and the other intentions of Henry VI were never realised.
(Henry VIII turned his attention to the foundation of Trinity
College as a rival to Wolsey’s College of Christ Church,
Oxford.) In the later 16th century Stow wrote, “I suppose
that if the rest of the House has proceeded according to the
chapel already finished as his full intent and meaning was,
the like College could scarce have been found again in any
Christian land.” Henry VI had purchased considerable land,
but it was 300 years before the College tried to realise his
plan with a building programme.
The Site
King’s College stands on the west side of King’s Parade (formerly High Streete) and extending west to the River Cam. It
is bounded to the north by the Old Schools, by its former
West Court and by Clare College; to the south are St
Catharine’s and Queens’ Colleges.
In 12th and 13th century Cambridge, this area was prosperous and commercial with hythes, granaries and warehouses servicing the trade along the River Ouse from Lynn.
The area was bisected by Milne Street, a street parallel with
the High Streete (today the King’s site blocks its passage
from Queens’ Lane to the lane fronting Clare at the northwest end of the Chapel). There were lanes from the Market
to the hythes. However, the mediaeval burgh had stagnated
following the Black Death and this commercial and marshy
area offered cheap land for students’ hostels with the development of the university. Henry VI saw his opportunity. In
1446 Cambridge burgesses complained that houses were
standing empty and that craftsmen were leaving because
sites acquired for King’s College and for student lodgings
were exempted from taxation, thus burdening the townspeople. Henry had also arranged for the removal of the
Church of St John Zachary, standing at the west end of the
Chapel. Henry VI’s purchases included common pasture on
the west bank of the river, which began the division and
encroachment on the Borough’s western meadow, Long
Green. A bridge constructed in 1472 linked the college’s
lands on both banks.

Figure 1. Detail from David Loggan’s map of 1688.
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18th Century Developments
An early 18th century plan by Nicholas Hawksmoor and supported by Sir Christopher Wren for the development of the
college’s buildings and land was rejected, while Gibb’s plan
to build eastern and southern ranges around the Chapel
Yard did not materialise because of lack of funds. However,
Gibb’s Fellows Building, 1723, was built in Portland stone; it
separated the Yard from the land beyond towards the river,
creating the possibility of a Front Court. Gibbs planned that
the Fellows’ rooms would overlook the river and Charles
Bridgeman in 1724 proposed, “no place is capable of better
Improvement, but cutting vistas through the Grove, and laying out the Waste Ground about it in regular Walks and
Canals”. This was only partly implemented. Two further
plans were not followed: James Essex’s ‘Prospect of King’s
College’, 1741, provided a formal layout with a symmetrical
basin cut on the west side of the river and a circular temple
terminating the vista; Lancelot Brown’s scheme, 1779, to create a unified park along the Backs with the Gibb’s Building
as its centre piece was also not accepted. However, on 14th
April 1774 the Fellowship had “Agreed to proceed in the further improvement of the Chappel yard on the West side of
the New Building, by laying down some Grass seeds and
afterwards feeding it from time to time with sheep as occasion may require in order to get it into good and ornamental
condition; to complete the Gravelling of Walks round the
same as now laid out, and not for the future to put any horses there”. William Custance’s map, 1798, shows the Gibb’s
Building overlooking a sloping lawn edged by a perimeter
path with the 1627 bridge in place opposite the portico of
the new building. By 1800, two large lawns, a most memorable piece of visual planning, were in place. They are unlike
any view of other Cambridge or Oxford colleges.

fronts onto King’s Parade with a narrow lawn and front wall,
and a superb horse chestnut by the east front of the Chapel.
On the south side of the Front Court Wilkins’ design included a Hall, Library and Combination Room. The central lawn
acquired a fountain with bronze figures by H. A. Armstead,
1874-79.
Later developments
In the early 20th century Sir Aston Webb opened the arches
beneath the Library to give access to his new buildings and
Webb’s Court. This court, leading to Chetwynd Court, 1873
(behind the Hall and bounded by King’s Lane), is shady,
small and enclosed. The Chief Horticulturalist is meeting
the challenge in 2015 with herb boxes, an emphasis on aromatherapy, box topiary and a small lawn on which undergraduates may relax and study. Chetwynd Court has two
ponds and, attached towards King’s Parade, are the buildings of Fello Atkinson, 1965-8, an unusual and successful
collaboration between King’s and St Catharine’s offering
much needed rooms and incorporating the façade of the old
Bull Hotel (much used by Americans during World War II.)
To the west of these courts and adjoining the river bank is
Bodley’s Court, 1889-93, and a new Provost’s Lodge. The
court has a lawn for relaxation, a box knot garden on the
perimeter and an ancient quince. There is a current campaign to try to ‘get the brute to fruit.’
The Fellows’ Garden
Across Queen’s Road from Wilkins’ gate is the Fellows’
Garden. This highway divided the marshy, low lying Long
Green from Cambridge’s West Fields, well drained on a gravel ridge. The Garden, originally part of the Carme Field, had
been fenced by King’s following the Enclosure of St Giles’
Parish and, in 1836, provided grazing for the Provost’s four
coach horses. The formal garden was laid out in the 1850’s
with two island plantings including many specimen trees, a
guide for which was published, written by Dr S. M. Walters,
formerly a Director of the University Botanic Garden and a
Fellow of King’s. There is a Lucombe Oak, a hybrid between
the Cork and Turkey Oaks, a Catalpa bignonioides, a very
fine Oriental Plane, a 140-year-old Wellingtonia, a Chinese
Thuja or Golden Rain Tree, a Maritime Pine and an enormous Judas tree. Another island bed of herbaceous perennials and shrubs has limited interest, and there is the intention to review its planting. The garden was laid out with a
perimeter walk and a large lawn between the island beds. A
long pergola planted with roses has been introduced, and
access to the Garden Hostel, 1947-50, and its new additions
has been established in the northwestern corner with linking new plantings.

The impact of William Wilkins
The formality of King’s Grove and Meadow was abandoned
in 1818. The land reverted to the single meadow of the present Scholar’s Piece. The two mounds are relicts of the raised
causeway linking to the 1627 bridge, both of which were
removed in 1819. Today this pasture is grazed by livestock at
the express wishes of the Provost.
Wilkins designed a new bridge leading to his wrought
iron gate on the Backs in 1819. The bridge is made of
Fifeshire Stone Ashlar and has one segmental span. The
influence of Lancelot Brown is apparent from the gate by a
winding path through trees without giving any clue to the
vista that is in store: the Chapel, lawn and Fellows’ Building,
together with Clare College. This winding avenue is important in picturesque theory and practice with its final element of surprise. Along this path from January onwards is a
famous succession of aconites, crocuses, chionodoxa and
daffodils. The horse chestnuts in the avenue have been
severely pollarded.
In 1823 Wilkins won a competition for a design completing the south and east sides of King’s Front Court. Wilkins’
gatehouse and screen, 1824-28, achieved an homogeneous
appearance with the Chapel although built some 300 years
apart. The screen involved the demolition of the Old
Provost’s house and the mediaeval tenements and the
removal of a grove of trees behind them. Today the college

Charles Malyon
July 2015
References
C. P. Hall and J Ravensdale, The West Fields of Cambridge
T. Rawle, Cambridge Architecture
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W. Custance’s Map of Cambridge 1798
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RESEARCH REPORT

T

he Research Group continues to meet regularly: most
recently on 13 September 2015 at the home of Pippa
Temple in Impington. Pippa’s garden, well known to
the National Gardens’ Scheme, is dominated by a 19C windmill, seated on an even older smock mill base but, for our
visit, the autumn sunshine unforgettably bathed the maturing colour of high summer flowers amid the mellow fruitfulness of orchard trees. Our stern resolve to tear ourselves
from the seductive warmth of the garden was, however,
amply rewarded.
Our Capability Brown walking leaflets are progressing
well. A handsome version of that for Fenstanton, produced
by Bridget Flanagan and Vivien Hoar, is just about finished.
Pippa and Julia Weaver are carrying out final revisions of
leaflets for The Backs and Wimpole. And the good news is
that Pippa and Julia are now attacking a fourth walking
leaflet for Madingley Hall. It is hoped that all will go to print
well before the end of the year. Funding has been achieved
for the Fenstanton leaflet, with help from the Goodliff fund
and, thanks to donations from Waitrose, plant sales, book
sales, and lectures, we are nearing the sums needed to produce the remaining three.
Jane Brown gave us a stimulating overview of her newly
created book on the American born activist Dorothy
Whitney Elmhirst, the little known benefactress of many
institutions including Dartington Hall and, locally,
Impington Village College, where she facilitated the participation of Walter Gropius around 1938. You can see pictures,
a summary, and extracts from Jane’s new book by visiting
www.unbound.co.uk/books/dorothy.
Bridget Flanagan delivered an intriguing account of her
research into gazebos as places gazing outwards on the

East Park, Wentworth Castle, by Thomas Bardwell 1751: one of the
Yorkshire ‘Capabilities’ to be discussed by Patrick Eyres in a special
research seminar on 10 November.
world particularly over river trade routes and roads. Are
they a fashionable status symbol of mercantile success?
Bridget’s account is a riveting piece of detective work. as you
may already have found from her contribution to this
newsletter. Perhaps you can respond to her request to help
with references to the subject in literature and art, and with
further possible examples.
The group continues to grow and diversify. In July, a lecture was organised on behalf of Huntingdon NADFAS
Garden Group, advertised on our CGT website and open to
all. With his paintings, Tim Scott Bolton enveloped us in the
restful atmosphere of Brownian landscapes and entertained
us with his wit including scurrilous gossip relating to
Brown’s patrons. The talk raised over £150 towards the
restoration of Brown’s monument in Fenstanton and contributed to the funds for our walking leaflets.
Please watch out for a further talk, again for the
Research group but open to all who would like to attend, on
Tuesday 10 November at 2.00pm in Fen Drayton Village Hall,
price £5.00. Patrick Eyres of the Gardens Trust and editor of
The New Arcadian Journal will talk to us about Yorkshire
Capabilities and problems of attribution and politics in
Brownian landscapes. To reserve a place, please contact
Judith at judith.christie@ntlworld.com, or see the website
for further information.
Help continues to be requested from outside the area.
Most recently we have collaborated with Sheila Meekums of
Bedfordshire Gardens Trust who was looking for ideas for
CB300, Brown’s tercentenary celebration.
The newsletter continues to enjoy your support as a
medium to communicate the research and analyses of CGT
members. Anne Cooper has completed her major dissertation on Impington Hall and Park, and a shorter version will
appear in the next newsletter. We warmly invite you to contribute reports of visits, book reviews, and information
about gardens that you have researched, or that have
impressed you, or that you would recommend to others.
Your suggestions are always welcome on how we can develop our research activities. Do come and join us!
Judith Christie

Dorothy Elmhirst digging for Britain during World War II.
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PROGRAMME OF VISITS & EVENTS 2015–2016
Our theme for 2016 will be the 19th & 20th Centuries.
DEC
2015

4 Fri

10:00am Christmas Lecture. Clare Hall (Richard Eden Suite, West Court Buildings), Herschel Road,
Cambridge, CB3 9AL. Speaker: Alison Moller Wimpole Historic Park & Gardens. Members £12,
guests £14. Coffee and mince pies on arrival, 10:30am lecture, followed by mulled wine, close
12:15pm. Early booking advised.

MARCH 19 Sat
2016

10:00 for
10:30am
–
4:15pm

Study Day at Hemingford Abbots Village Hall PE28 9AH. Speakers include: Ann Colbert,
Researcher – ‘When the skies were black by day and red by night’. The significance of health on the growth
of public parks; Zoe Crisp, Business Development Executive, Arts Research Consultancy,
Manchester – Exploring urban back gardens in England in the nineteenth century, when did gardening
become a ‘nation’s passion’, rather than a rarefied pursuit for a leisured few? Barry Smith, Head
Gardener, Stowe, (National Trust) – Restoring Capability Brown’s Stowe; Andrew Sankey, Gardens
Lecturer – Joseph Paxton – the Great Glasshouses.
Members £22.50. Guests £27.50 to include coffee and light lunch.

APRIL

26 Tue

3:30pm

Visit to Histon Manor, CB25 9F. Formal landscape, topiary, moat. Members £4, Guests £5.
To include coffee/tea. (Visit to be confirmed at Study Day.)

MAY

12 Thu

10:00 for Visit to The Place for Plants, East Bergholt Place, Mill Road, East Bergholt, Colchester CO7 6UP.
10:30am Entrance £7 to include guided tour. Coffee and cakes on arrival with light lunch on site £8.50
inclusive to be booked 1 week in advance.
2:00pm Optional afternoon visit to nearby RHS Hyde Hall, Creephedge Lane, Chelmsford, Essex CM3
8ET. Entrance: £8.95 (free for RHS members). Pay on the day.

12 Thu
JUNE

23 Thu

10:30am Visit to Waddesdon Manor, near Aylesbury, Bucks HP18 0JH. Magnificent Victorian gardens and
aviary. Members entry house and gardens £14, guests £16, gardens only £6/£7. NT members free
entry (with card). Refreshments on arrival and garden tour £10 per head for all. Lunch
available but not included in this price.

JULY

12 Tue

10:30am Visit to Corpus Christi college gardens, Trumpington Street, CB2 1RH. Coffee followed by
garden tour with Head Gardener Dave Barton £7/£8.
2:00pm Chauffeured punt tour with commentary, from Scudamores Granta Place, Mill Lane, CB2 1RS
towards Jesus Lock return. £17.50 pp. Payment by end April please.

12 Tue
AUGUST 10 Wed
10 Wed

11:00am Visit to Emmanuel college garden, St Andrew’s Street, Cambridge, CB2 3AP. Meet at Robert
Gardner Room for coffee and tour. Inclusive price members £6, guests £7.
2:00pm Walk What Brown did/did not implement for the Cambridge Backs, with CGT member and/or
using Research Group walking leaflet as self-guide. £3.00 per head.
The Gardens Trust Conference & Research Symposium (Friday am), Robinson College. Further
information Ann Colbert (email acolbert25@btinternet.com; tel. 01487 822591) or visit
http://cambsgardens.org.uk. Bookings from October 2015.

SEPT

1-4
Thu-Sun

SEPT

13 Tue

10:30am Visit to Anglesey Abbey house & gardens, Quy Road, Lode, Cambridge, CB25 9EJ. Coffee
followed by garden tour & talk on dahlia display. Guided tour of house. NT free (with card).
Non-NT members, group price £13 inclusive. Lunch available.

OCT

22 Sat

1:45pm

DEC

1 Thu

10:00am Christmas Lecture. Kings College, Kings Parade, Cambridge CB2 1ST including coffee &
seasonal refreshments. Speaker: Dr David Jacques, trustee of Chiswick House and The Gardens
Trust, on Capability Brown at home: busy running his family, a Royal Garden and his nation-wide
business. Members £12, guests £15.

AGM Fen Drayton village hall, CB24 4SL. Lunch from 12:30pm at nominal charge.
Dr Jane Sills – Progress at Ramsey Walled Garden, including the new glasshouses.

Tickets for 2016 events are available from:
Alan Brown, Foxhollow, 239 High Street, Offord Cluny, St. Neots PE19 5RT. Tel.: 01480 811947.
E-mail: fox.239@btinternet.com Please make cheques payable to Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust
To avoid disappointment (some venues limit numbers), please book at least 2 weeks before the visit.
Should you need to cancel a booking, please advise Alan as early as possible.
* For latest information please visit http://cambsgardens.org.uk/
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Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust is pleased to welcome
all gardeners & historians to a Special Conference on

Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown
300 years on: a celebration of his life
and work in Cambridgeshire

1 – 4 September 2016
‘There wants a good plan!’ – a weekend of lectures, guided tours and a conference
dinner, for members and guests of The Gardens Trust, at Robinson College,
Grange Road, Cambridge CB3 9AN.

Robinson College

Wimpole Hall

‘The Backs’ at St John’s

Madingley Hall

University Botanic Garden

Our ‘good plan’ offers:







Research symposium with visiting speakers
Tours, lectures and exhibitions on Brown’s life and works, both executed and ‘planned’
Visit to Brown’s Manor at Fenstanton and his enigmatic memorial in the parish church
Guided tours of his major landscapes at Wimpole Hall and Madingley Hall
Optional visit to the renowned Cambridge University Botanic Gardens
Guided walk along ‘The Backs’ to view what he did, and did not, implement

Provisional Programme (under development)
Thursday 1 September 2016

Saturday 3 September 2016

14:00 Visit to be arranged

11:00 Wimpole Hall estate & gardens; lunch
16:30 Tours of Robinson College gardens
with Head Gardener, Guy Fuller
18:45 Conference Reception & Dinner
20:30 The Capability Men: Lancelot Brown
in context, Tom Williamson

Friday 2 September 2016
10:30 Research Symposium
14:30 The Gardens Trust AGM or
visit to C.U. Botanic Gardens
18:00 Reception & buffet supper
20:00 Rivers real and illusory: Brown’s handling
of water in the landscape, Steffie Shields

Sunday 4 September 2016
09:30 Checkout accommodation
09:45 Madingley Hall: coffee & buffet lunch,
guided tour of gardens and landscape
14:00 Tour of ‘The Backs’ and tea.
Guides and walking leaflets available
16:30 Close

Saturday 3 September 2016
08:45 The politics and patriotism of capabilities:
Lancelot Brown at Wimpole and
elsewhere, Patrick Eyres.
Visit to Fenstanton, and Brown memorial
in parish church of SS Peter and Paul

Further details will be announced during October 2015 at www.cambsgardens.org.uk.
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Yorkshirre Capabilitie
es

To reserve a place contact Judith Chriistie at 01954 230536 / judiitth.chriistie@ntlworlld.com
visit websites at http://www.huntsarts.org.uk/volunteers.html or cambsgardens.org.uk
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